Your transformation to AM success
We enable your people
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Industrial 3D printing is about to enter serial
mass production. But to become the next
additive manufacturing champion, organisations
need to minimise their investment risk and gain
competitive advantage.
This can be achieved faster by going through an
AM transformation, supported by Additive Minds:
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Additive Minds supports and enables AM success
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We transfer expertise in a rapid
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along each customer’s roadmap

and pragmatic manner
Training is provided by our large, reliable network

Additive manufacturing has come
a long way since Dr Hans Langer, our
first additive mind, founded EOS in
1989. Today, additive manufacturing
(AM) is about a lot more than
rapid prototyping. It has graduated
to industrial production, offering
manufacturers a spectrum of exciting
new opportunities limited only by the
imagination.

And not a moment too soon:
Organisations around the world are
under increasing pressure to innovate
faster and better than competitors.
Even so, they are sometimes slow
to adopt AM because the necessary
expertise is hard to find and this
translates to potential investment
risk.

Thought
leadership
that puts
you first
Additive
Minds
Additive Minds solves these problems
and enables your organisation to
enjoy the full potential of AM by
giving you all the know-how you
need to outperform competitors. We
can transfer the necessary expertise
wherever you need it, whenever you
need it. Fast.
EOS is a full solution provider of
industrial 3D printing. And as a
division of the market leader, Additive
Minds has access to the largest pool
of experience and expertise.
No other company in the AM market
has a consulting and education
portfolio that compares with ours.
We lead in terms of breadth, depth
and quality, whether assisting you in
developing AM applications, entering
serial production, or optimising
innovation: This is Additive Minds.

of AM experts
AM enablement programmes are customised
to your specific needs
Tangible results delivered in short time frames

Our services:
Consulting, Innovation Centre, Academy

Additive Manufacturing transformation journey

We enable
your organisation
to master
the transformation
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1

Achieve
AM Readiness

4 key transformation phases

2

Develop
your AM Application

3

Ramp-up
your AM Production

4

Qualify,
Rollout & Scale
your Production

Enable your people faster and better
to become the next industry champions
Face lack of competence in additive manufacturing
in your existing organization
Gain competitive advantage
through additive manufacturing
Accept economical pressure as a challenge
for faster innovation

Expand
your competitive
advantage
as AM champion!
With Additive Minds:
Consulting Services
Innovation Centres
Academy
Additive Manufacturing transformation journey
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Supporting
you every step
of the way
Our Consulting
Services
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Ramp-up
your AM Production

1

Achieve
AM Readiness

→→ Understand the benefits
of AM and the value it
can create for your organisation
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Develop
your AM Application

→→ Select parts from your own
portfolio, or develop radical
innovations

→→ Increase production
performance and utilization
→→ Define your new factory layout
for your AM production
→→ Improve your existing AM
production
→→ Optimize your cost per part

Wherever your organisation finds
itself in the AM implementation
process our consultants stand ready
to support it. They can assist you in
understanding any aspect of AM and
help you discover how best to make
it work in developing applications,
ramping up production, or ensuring
quality.

Consulting Services
Let’s take your manufacturing to the
next level!
We assist in identifying where you
have the greatest opportunities
on this AM roadmap and then
accompany you on your journey to
significantly improved production.
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Qualify, Rollout
& Scale your Production

→→ Implement full scale AM
production, assure good and
continuous quality, scale your
AM production after being
successful
→→ Validate and implement robust
processes according to legal
requirements
→→ Get your production certified
and prepare for high demand
expectations

→→ Redesign your parts or create
completely new designs
→→ Integrate advanced structures
into your design (e.g. Lattice)
→→ Optimize specific parameters for
your application

Request an offer
tailored to your
specific requirements:
amc@eos.info
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Keeping
your organisation
ahead
AM Innovation
Centres
Our 3- to 18-month Innovation
Centre Programmes make it possible
for large concerns to acquire AM
expertise at EOS, within their region
or to implement an ‘AM Centre
of Excellence’ inside their own
organisation. This enables them
to develop AM applications with
minimum risk and maximum potential
in the shortest possible time.

We invite you to take advantage of
our customised Innovation Centre
Programmes – backed by the
know‑how of our industry experts –
and become an industry leader in AM
Innovation.
Benefit from one dedicated AM
specialist as single point of contact
throughout the whole project.

Innovation Centre
Programmes
Choose the right one to drive your
organisation forward:

Global Innovation Center at EOS HQ:
Holistic enablement of serial production

Your key benefits

Location

Access to know-how

Single Point of Contact

Intense enablement to develop and produce
innovative serial applications

EOS Headquarter

Closest possible access to
EOS know-how and expertise

Addive Manufacturing Expert

Intense enablement to develop and produce
innovative serial applications

In your region

Access to regional
EOS know-how and expertise

Addive Manufacturing Expert

Intense enablement and organizational setup for an
innovative AM R&D Center within your organisation

On your site

Access to EOS know-how
and expertise

Addive Manufacturing Expert

Regional Innovation Lab:
Holistic enablement of serial production

On-site Centre of Excellence :
Implementation of an AM Centre of Excellence

Take the shortcut to
AM excellence in your
organisation:
amc@eos.info
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Promoting
on-going
excellence in AM
Our Academy
The best way to ensure a successful
AM programme is to build up and
maintain the necessary know-how
and expertise. Additive Minds makes
it possible to do just that with our
extensive Training Portfolio. It
includes everything you need to
drive innovations with AM: one-day
trainings to a six-month educational
programme.

Consultative trainings,
seminars and workshops:
→→ Take advantage of our interactive
programmes, designed to
transfer know-how as fast as
possible.
→→ Customer specific trainings
→→ Hands on and “Edutainment”
trainings
→→ Get tangible results within a few
days
→→ Choose from a variety of levels:
beginners, advanced and expert
courses
→→ Range includes everything from
Design Trainings to Software and
Quality courses

Your Benefits:
→→ Defined and proven concept on
how to develop engineers

Make the most of your AM System
by becoming an expert in your AM
field.

→→ Fast know-how development
enabled by EOS and our highly
skilled Partner Network,
which includes the University
of Wolverhampton and SRH
Hochschule Berlin

→→ Comprehensive knowledge
transfer from leading experts
at EOS and leading universities
guarantees rapid development
of AM expertise

→→ 2 weeks theory followed by
1 month implementation:
Highly effective way of
transferring theoretical
know-how into real life

→→ Balanced programme transfers
both know-how and practical
experience

→→ Highly scalable and repeatable,
by transferring the ability to
implement knowledge within
your company and across
functions

Education Programmes:

→→ Save time and money,
compared to conventional
“trial & error” learning
→→ Achieve momentum of AM
implementation to unlock
the full potential of your
employees

Contact us to discuss
how best Additive Minds
can add value to your
organisation.
amc@eos.info

EOS GmbH
Electro Optical Systems
Hauptniederlassung
Robert-Stirling-Ring 1
D-82152 Krailling bei München
Tel.: +49 89 893 36-0
Fax: +49 89 893 36-285
EOS Niederlassungen
EOS France
Tel.: +33 437 49 76 76
EOS India
Tel.: +91 44 39 64 80 00
EOS Italy
Tel.: +39 02 33 40 16 59
EOS Korea
Tel.: +82 32 552 82 31
EOS Nordic & Baltic
Tel.: +46 31 760 46 40
EOS of North America
Tel.: +1 248 306 01 43
EOS Singapore
Tel.: +65 6430 05 50
EOS Greater China
Tel.: +86 21 602307 00
EOS UK
Tel.: +44 1926 62 31 07
www.eos.info • amc@eos.info

Your transformation to AM success.
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